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Abstract—Due to the rapid paradigm shift in IoT networks
from wired and centralized to flexible wireless and decentralized
networks, building effective and reliable distributed consensus
mechanisms over wireless is becoming essential. Especially, since
the performance of consensus over communication endpoints in
a large-scale wireless network is limited by their communication
capability, it requires a careful co-design of communication and
consensus to attain a fast and scalable distributed wireless consen-
sus mechanism with high resiliency against faulty nodes. Within
this context, this paper addresses such problem by designing
two wireless consensus mechanisms that well-suit in large-scale
wireless networks. On the one hand, as a reinterpretation of the
conventional referendum consensus (RC) in a large-scale wireless
network, gossip-broadcasting based referendum consensus (GB-
RC) is proposed. On the other hand, to overcome the scalability
issue of the GB-RC, cooperative-broadcast based electoral-college
consensus (CB-EC) is proposed. By mathematically analyzing the
performance of both of the consensus mechanisms, in terms of
consensus latency and resiliency against the faulty nodes, we
show that the GB-RC outperforms the conventional RC, while the
CB-EC significantly reduces the consensus latency compromising
the stochastic resiliency. We further evaluate their performance
numerically to show their effectiveness and feasibility under
realistic large-scale wireless environments.

Index Terms—Large-scale wireless network, gossip-
broadcasting, cooperative-broadcasting, wireless distributed
consensus, Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT).

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of wireless communication technol-
ogy has enabled us to live in the Internet of Things (IoT)
world, where almost everything is connected. At the core of
IoT, connecting multiple devices enables integrated control
to accomplish tasks that were impossible to be done by a
device alone. Thus, in the past, it was a major concern in
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academia and industry to improve connectivity between the
devices [1]–[4], what until now is still of importance. However,
as the connectivity of IoT has improved, the number of devices
entering the IoT network has increased tremendously, thereby
making it difficult to control them. Moreover, the devices are
becoming surprisingly intelligent, leading a paradigm shift of
IoT from the traditional central and rigid to novel distributed
and flexible architectures, which makes number of ongoing
tasks in one IoT network also increase in proportion to the
increase of devices.

Hence, the cutting edge IoT networks call for well-designed
autonomous and distributed consensus mechanisms among the
devices therein, in order to provide cross-task coordination
as well as intra-task coordination, while keeping out faulty
decisions at individual IoT devices when accomplishing tasks.
For example, in multitask-oriented IoT applications, such
as autonomous cars, swarm drones, smart homes, factories,
agriculture, stadium and communities [5]–[9], distributed con-
sensus on the sequence of devices’ actions brings better system
stability and reliability. The problem is that, the existing
distributed consensus mechanisms are ill-suited for wire-
less IoT networks, since the physical limitations of wireless
communications, such as channel fading, noise, interference
and limited transmission power, are not carefully considered.
Specifically, such hardship will be especially amplified if
the target application requires real-time operation, while the
size of the network and the number and density of devices
therein are large. Therefore optimized large scale consensus
mechanism for wireless network will be necessary.

To address this problem, the main goal of this paper is to
design a distributed consensus mechanism that makes fast and
scalable consensus in the large-scale wireless IoT networks.
Especially, we deal with a distributed consensus that tolerates
faulty IoT devices. Accordingly, we propose two different
approaches of distributed consensus mechanisms. The first one
is a large-scale wireless referendum consensus that inherits the
concept of the existing referendum consensus (RC) [10], [11]
and utilizes the gossip-broadcasting (GB) message dissemina-
tion method, which is a mixture of two message dissemination
methods, i.e., multi-hop one-to-one (gossiping) and single-hop
one-to-many (broadcasting) methods. The proposed approach
is termed gossip-broadcasting based referendum consensus
(GB-RC). The existing RC in [10] is a wireless implementation
of PBFT [11] in two types, one with gossiping and the
other with broadcasting. In [10], it is concluded that the
one with broadcasting method is more efficient in small-
scale network environment. However, the broadcasting method
alone cannot guarantee the reliability of communication in the
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large-scale wireless networks, since nodes therein cannot reach
all the other nodes with single-hop communication. Hence,
the gossip-broadcasting method is utilized to enable the RC
in large-scale wireless networks.

The second approach is a large-scale wireless representative
consensus, termed cooperative-broadcasting based electoral-
college consensus (CB-EC), that leverages cooperative-
broadcasting (CB) as a message dissemination method. The
CB-EC is inspired by the U.S. presidential election process,
in which the winner takes all the votes assigned for each state.
Similarly, in the CB-EC, we locally conduct validation and the
majority opinion is chosen as the representative opinion of the
local network. To do this, the CB dissemination method plays
an important role to enable the consensus process without
any help from relays. In general, representative consensus
methods, including the CB-EC, compromise the resiliency of
the consensus process, so we further discuss the resiliency of
the CB-EC.

The performance of the two proposed approaches are ex-
amined by their consensus latency. Compared to the existing
broadcasting based RC, the proposed GB-RC outperforms
them with lower latency in the large-scale wireless network.
In particular, although the existing broadcasting based RC had
good communication-efficiency in a small-scale network, there
remained a scalability issue due to the physical limitation
of message dissemination in a large scale network, and this
problem was solved through GB dissemination method in the
GB-RC. In addition, the CB-EC showed that the latency can
be significantly reduced by compromising the resiliency of
the consensus mechanism. Thus, the resiliency of the CB-
EC is further investigated by measuring stochastic resiliency
measure α-resiliency. Through this, it is shown that CB-EC
is stochastically resilient to the faulty nodes under certain
condition on the number of faulty nodes in the network, similar
to the GB-RC.

A. Related work

The problem of data dissemination over wireless network
has been widely studied in literature. For instance, data dis-
semination schemes concerning reliability of the dissemination
were studied in [12], [13], using constructive interference
between sensors in wireless sensor networks. Moreover, en-
hancing data throughput using hierarchical cooperation struc-
ture has been investigated in [14], and [15] has proposed a
communication system termed Choir to improve the commu-
nication throughput and range in LP-WAN platform. However,
the above mentioned studies were investigating only the data
dissemination as communication technique, but did not con-
sider higher level protocols, such as consensus mechanisms
for wireless networks.

Meanwhile, the studies on distributed consensus mecha-
nisms were also done for a long period time. Fundamental
studies on the fault tolerance and reliability of distributed
consensus mechanisms were mainly studied under the name of
Byzantine-Fault-Tolerance (BFT) algorithms [11], [16]–[18],
and Paxos algorithms [19], [20]. Moreover, resiliency against
faulty nodes in asynchronous networks was analyzed [21].

Since these studies were considering a network architectures
with a small number of nodes, further developments on the
distributed consensus mechanisms for large-scale systems with
low consensus latency were required, as the nowadays network
size increased as well as the number of nodes therein.

In terms of the large-scale distributed consensus mechanism,
Blockchain [22] is one of the most popular and widely used
distributed ledger technology. However, since the Blockchain
has its physical limitations, such as high consensus delays
(e.g., several minutes–hours), the extent to which the mech-
anism can be applied is also limited. For example, some
IoT applications which include mission-critical and real-time
control aspects cannot leverage the Blockchain. Thus, from
the consensus latency perspective, mechanisms based on per-
missioned network are gradually emerging as an appropriate
solution for such applications. These mechanisms are designed
based on the concepts of BFT algorithm [11], [18] that require
exchanging voting information prior to the consensus process.
Moreover, to overcome the scalability issues, sharding-based
consensus mechanisms [23]–[27] were also studied, and re-
cently, Blockchain technologies well-suited for IoT networks
were investigated in [28], [29] and performance of directed
acyclic graph (DAG)-based consensus algorithm under various
network load conditions were analyzed in [30].

Nevertheless, most of the aforementioned studies on dis-
tributed consensus mechanisms assume that nodes communi-
cate over fast and reliable wired links. To investigate theme
over large-scale wireless networks, fundamental properties of
wireless networks should be carefully considered and co-
designed with consensus process. In this flow, several wireless
distributed consensus mechanisms have recently been inves-
tigated in [10], [27], [31]–[35]. For instance, [31] proposed
a wireless spectrum access scheme utilizing a Hashgraph-
motivated consensus mechanism and a Byzantine consensus
mechanism for permissionless wireless network was proposed
in [27]. Yet, most of the preceding works on wireless dis-
tributed consensus mechanisms are application-specific, which
do not reflect the fundamental relationship between wireless
communication and consensus performance. In [10], a couple
of consensus and communication co-designed mechanisms,
were proposed, however they are only feasible in small-
scale wireless networks. Therefore, in this paper, we expand
the distributed consensus mechanisms proposed in [10] to
be suitable to large-scale wireless networks, where direct
communication between most distant nodes is not practically
possible and the number of nodes therein is large, and further
propose a novel communication-efficient distributed consensus
mechanism via co-designing consensus and communication.

B. Contribution and Organization
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• We propose the gossip-broadcasting based referendum

consensus (GB-RC) (Sec. III) by extending the conven-
tional RC with broadcasting. The GB-RC leverages a
communication method termed gossip-broadcasting (GB)
(Sec. III-A), a combination of the gossiping and broad-
casting, for effective and efficient message dissemination
in a large-scale network.
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• We propose a scalable and low latency consensus mech-
anism termed cooperative-broadcasting based electoral-
college consensus (CB-EC) (Sec. IV), which is a com-
munication and consensus co-designed consensus mecha-
nism. The CB-EC leverages the cooperative-broadcasting
method (Sec. IV-A) to have reduced consensus latency
compared to the GB-RC.

• We derive the upper-bound of consensus latency of both
GB-RC and CB-EC (Theorem 1 in Sec. III and Theorem
2 in Sec. IV). Furthermore, we analyze the stochastic
resiliency of the CB-EC against faulty nodes, in terms of
α-resiliency (Sec.IV-C). We further compare the perfor-
mance of both GB-RC and CB-EC through mathematical
analysis and numerical evaluation. For practical evalu-
ation, we test the proposed mechanisms’ effectiveness
and feasibility in the real world wireless communication
environment (Sec. V).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we explain the system architecture under study, includ-
ing network model and channel model, in detail. In Sec. III, we
propose and analyze the GB-RC and process of GB message
dissemination method, and in Sec. IV we propose and analyze
the CB-EC and CB message dissemination method. In Sec. V,
we numerically evaluate the performance of the GB-RC and
CB-EC by consensus latency and resiliency metric, followed
by the conclusion in Sec. VI.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. Network model

Consider a wireless square-shaped network with N fixed
nodes, equipped with wireless transceivers and individual
distributed ledger1. The nodes are located on the square grid
of the network and suppose the distance between any two
neighboring nodes as R. For the sake of convenience, define
the set of nodes as N = {1, . . . , N}, where the nodes are
labeled in the order of their location in the network; from up-
left to bottom-right. The network under study is permissioned,
i.e., each node is assigned with a unique identifier and the other
nodes know it. Though the nodes are independent and identical
entities, however, depending on the roles of nodes during
the consensus mechanism, the nodes are distinguished with
different names, i.e., a proposer, validator and relay, hereafter.
To illustrate, the proposer is a node that proposes new actions
to the network, the validator is a node that validates the
proposed actions and commits the validation result with the
other validators to determine whether to accept the actions or
not. Last, the relay is a node that relays the communication
between two nodes that are located out of communication
range of each other, thereby enabling multi-hop communi-
cation. Meanwhile, to overcome physical issues of wireless
communication in a large-scale network, we consider that the
network is divided into K small-scale square networks referred
to as local networks. To avoid confusion, hereafter we call the

1A distributed ledger contains the series of valid actions and time stamps
which enables to validate the proposed action as a state machine [36]. We
assume the distributed ledgers are updated by a consensus mechanism and
thus designing the mechanism is the main concern throughout this article.

original network before division as a global network.2 The set
of local networks is denoted by K = {1, . . . ,K}, where it is
assumed that the local networks are labeled in the order of
their location similar to the node label and

√
K is a positive

integer. Consequently, in each local network, there are D nodes
in the network, where ⌈N/K⌉ − 1 ≤ D ≤ ⌈N/K⌉ and the
set of nodes in local network k is denoted by Nk for k ∈ K.
To avoid inter-local interference, we apply T -TDMA3 method
[37], where one local network communications are carried
out, while T − 1 surrounding local networks remain silent,
and proceed by taking turns. Though TDMA itself does not
give the best performance in terms of latency, however, we
applied it to reflect the impact of interference mitigation via
orthogonalization on latency performance in our analyses.

B. Channel model

During the consensus process, the nodes disseminate infor-
mation over wireless links, of which reliability is affected by
large and small scale fading effects. Consider the channels
experience path-loss with path-loss exponent η, which takes
value between 2.7 and 3.5 for urban outdoor scenarios and
from 1.6 to 3.3 for indoor scenarios, respectively. In detail,
the path-loss between node i and j, for i, j ∈ N and i ̸= j,
is modeled as

PLdB(Rij) = PLdB(R0) + 10η log10

(
Rij

R0

)
(1)

where PLdB(R0) is defined as the path loss at the reference
distance R0 and Rij is the distance between the nodes i
and j. The Rayleigh fading channel model is adopted since
narrow-band communication and typical uniform scattering
environments are under consideration. Let Hij be the channel
gain from node i to node j, following the complex normal
distribution with zero mean and variance Pt (i.e., Hij ∼
CN (0, Pt)). Moreover, we assume that the channel gains are
independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Therefore the
received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) over
the channel Hij is obtained as

SINRij = 10−
PLdB(R0)

10
|Hij |2Pt

Pn + Iij

(
R0

Rij

)η

(2)

where Pn is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power.
Iij is the inter-local interference power between node i and j
under T -TDMA scheme and can be derived as

Iij =
L∑

l=1

Pt|HIi
l ,j

|2
(
RIi

l ,j

R0

)−η

(3)

where Ii = {Ii1, Ii2, ..., IiL} is the set of L arbitrary nodes
in different local networks transmitting messages in the same
time slot with node i. Note that since we consider a directional
message dissemination model, no interfering node is closer

2The shape of the global and local networks are assumed to be square for
analytic simplicity and convenience, however, the proposed schemes in this
article will still work with networks with other shapes such as circle and
hexagon without loss of generality.

3Note that some other known multiple access methods such as FDMA,
CDMA and OFDMA leveraging different communication resources may be
able to result in latency reduction.
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to node j than the transmit node i, and thus, in the rest of
this article, we design T -TDMA to control the interference
level to be negligibly small, e.g., Iij ≪ Pn for all j ∈ N ,
compromising the latency performance. For such case, we can
approximate the SINR (2) as

SINRij ≈ 10−
PLdB(R0)

10
|Hij |2Pt

Pn

(
R0

Rij

)η

(4)

where (4) is semantically represents the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR).

The absolute time is globally synchronized periodically with
GPS [38], [39] and split into time slots of fixed time interval
such that

τo =
M

B log(1 + ρ)
seconds, (5)

where M is the maximum size of message sent by nodes
during the consensus process in bits, ρ is the target signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of each transmission,
and B (Hz) denotes the bandwidth utilized for transmission.
An SINR outage occurs if SINR is below the given threshold
ρ. Since |Hij |2 is exponentially distributed, the SINR outage
probability ϵij is given as

ϵij = Pr[SINRij < ρ] (6)

= Pr
[
|Hij |2 < 10

PLdB(R0)

10 ρ
Pn

Pt

(
Rij

R0

)η]
(7)

= 1− exp

(
−10

PLdB(R0)

10 ρ
Pn

Pt

(
Rij

R0

)η)
. (8)

In the rest of this paper, we analyzed the latency perfor-
mance utilizing the SINR outage probability (8) derived from
statistical channel model. From an operation point of view
in the actual channel condition, if an outage occurs due to
a poor condition of the actual channel, retransmissions are
carried out via the type-I hybrid automatic repeat request
(H-ARQ) until the lost messages are successfully delivered.
These transmission failures and retransmissions are taken into
account in the performance analysis and the protocol design
in a statistical sense.

C. Individual-Broadcasting Time Duration

Every communication method considered in this paper is
built upon broadcasting leveraged at each node. We assume
that every node, as a transmitter, has its target communication
nodes, which literally are the communication targets of a
transmitter node. For the efficient use of radio resources, we
allocate xiτo seconds of individual-broadcast time duration
for a message broadcast by an individual node i ∈ N as
a transmitter. We use the term ‘individual’ to distinguish
from the cooperative-broadcast (CB) which will appear in the
following section. Let Xi be a random variable denoting the
number of time slots required for message transmission to all
target communication nodes of the node i. In the individual
broadcasting, we suppose that xi is determined to be minimum
x such that

Pr[Xi ≤ x] ≥ ζ (9)

for some target broadcast success probability 0 ≤ ζ < 1. Then
we can obtain the following proposition.

Proposition 1. The required number of time slot xi to broad-
cast a message from i to its n target nodes with probability
0 ≤ ζ < 1 is

xi = g(n, ϵimax), (10)

where the function g(a, b) is defined as g(a, b) =⌈
log (1− ζ

1
a )/log b

⌉
, for a ∈ N and b ∈ (0, 1] and ϵimax =

1−exp
(
−10

PLdB(R0)

10 ρPn

Pt

(
maxj∈J Rij

R0

)η)
is the SINR outage

probability between node i and the node located maximum
distance apart from node i among the target communication
node set J .

Proof: Let Xij be a random variable which denotes the
number of time slots required to deliver a message from
source node i to destination node j ∈ J via broadcast. In
this case, the message is delivered in a single hop. Since
the transmission failures might occur with certain probability
due to channel fading and the message is sent repeatedly
until successful delivery, the random variable Xij follows a
geometric distribution with p.d.f.

Pr[Xij = x] =

{
ϵx−1
ij (1− ϵij) , ∀x ≥ 1

0, elsewhere,
(11)

where ϵij = Pr [SINRij < ρ] is the SINR outage probability
(7) with transmit power Pt. Then the dissemination outage
probability can be upper bounded as

Pr

[
max

j
Xij ≤ x

]
=
∏
j∈J

Pr [Xij ≤ x] (12)

=
∏
j∈J

(
1− ϵxij

)
(13)

≥ (1− ϵximax)
n
. (14)

The equality (12) holds from the independence of the channels
between the transmit node and the receiving nodes, and the
inequality (14) holds from the fact that the SINR outage
probability is the largest when the node j is located farthest
apart from the node i among all the receiving nodes from (7).
Since the required number of time slot xi is determined to be
minimum x which satisfy the broadcast success probability
larger than ζ, we can use the lower bound of success proba-
bility (14) and the required number of time slot xi becomes

xi =


log
(
1−ζ

1
n

)
log ϵimax

 , (15)

from (14) is equal to ζ.

III. GOSSIP-BROADCASTING BASED REFERENDUM
CONSENSUS

In the conventional RC, the messages were disseminated via
either gossiping or broadcasting. The gossiping method is a
multi-hop dissemination protocol, in which the nodes transmit
messages to only adjacent nodes to disseminate message to the
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Fig. 1: An illustration of the gossip-broadcasting message dissemi-
nation method example stated in Sec. III-A.

whole network, and broadcasting method transmit messages to
whole network through at single-hop. By combining the both
methods, this section proposes a novel gossip-broadcasting
based referendum consensus (GB-RC) that leverages a mes-
sage dissemination method termed gossip-broadcasting (GB)
to enjoy the benefit of each of them.

A. Gossip-Broadcasting Dissemination

The GB is a method that essentially disseminates messages
locally by broadcasting and globally by gossiping. Basically,
during the GB, each node only leverages individual broad-
casting, but the messages are disseminated by multi-hop,
which resembles the wireless gossiping. Refer to the following
illustrative example that explains the GB method (see Fig.1).

Consider a network that consists of 9 local networks, and
a node, say Alice, is in the local network k and she is
disseminating a message MA to the rest of the nodes in the
global network. To do this, all local networks are virtually
divided into 4 regions as shown in Fig. 1. In each region,
a single relay is randomly chosen among the nodes in the
region through the predefined leader election process. Then,
the message dissemination with GB is done with the steps
described below.

(a) First, Alice broadcasts MA to all the target communica-
tion nodes. In the GB, we let the target communication
nodes be in the 9 virtually divided regions, including the
one which the transmitter is in and its 8 neighboring
regions (the colored regions in Fig. 1). Thus, 4 pre-elected
relays in the local network k, i.e., Bob, Charlie David,
and Eve, can receive MA.

(b) Next, Bob, Charlie David, and Eve broadcast MA by
taking turns with the Round-Robin approach. The broad-
casting order of the relay nodes is also decided by a
consensus process between the nodes [31]. When they
have finished broadcasting successfully, at least one of
the relays in each neighboring local network has received
MA.

(c) Let Frank be the relay in one of the neighboring local
networks who has received MA from David. Then Frank
broadcasts MA and consequently all nodes in the Frank’s
local network will also receive MA. The nodes in the
other neighboring local networks, which are the target
communication nodes of Frank, will also receive MA in
the similar way as Frank did from David.

Fig. 2: An illustration of the gossip-broadcasting based referendum
consensus (GB-RC) process: P-1 proposer disseminates proposal
message via the GB, P-2 each node starts local validation, P-3:
after the local validation, each validator node disseminate its commit
message via the GB, P-4: through the global validation, every node
reaches consensus.

In the example above, we only considered a global network
with 9 local networks, however, by applying this method in
a larger network with more than 9 local networks, we can
still have successful message dissemination. Meanwhile, in
the GB, we divide local networks into 4 regions assuming
that the target communication nodes of each transmitter to be
all nodes within its divided regions and 8 neighboring regions.
The reason for this is to avoid further interference issues that
might happen even though we use TDMA scheme. However,
if we consider a larger-scale time division multiple access
scheme, by compromising communication efficiency, the target
communication range can become larger and a single relay in
one local network can be enough to operate the GB.

B. Operational structure of GB-RC

Here, we state the operational structure of the GB-RC that
incorporates 4 operational phases. Refer to the brief illustration
explaining the operation of GB-RC provided in Fig. 2.
Phase 1: (Action proposal) Let node p ∈ N in a local network
k ∈ K be the proposer node and the proposed action be Ap.
The other nodes in the global network Vp = N\{p} participate
in the consensus process as validator nodes. In this phase, p
initiates the GB-RC process by broadcasting a signed action
proposal message Mp

4. The message sent by p for Ap is
denoted by M

Ap
p and consists of

MAp
p = [Ap, T (Ap), O(Vp)] (16)

where T (Ap) is the absolute time stamp describing when the
action has been proposed, and O(Vp) is a randomly determined
order of the validators. The validators will commit their
messages based on this order in Phase 3. During the proposal
phase, MAp

p is passed to all validators via GB dissemination.
Phase 2: (Local Validation) After each node receives the
message M

Ap
p , it starts to validate Ap. The validation at each

validator node is carried out with its own distributed ledger
(validation results are illustrated as node color in Fig.2). The
local validity at the validator v ∈ Vp about Ap is denoted by
V (Ap)v .

4We assume that the messages contain public-key signatures [40]. Through-
out the article, any message M signed by node i is denoted by Mi. Thus the
encrypted signature of M from i is included in Mi.
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Phase 3: (Commit) After the local validations are completed,
the validator nodes take turn to disseminate the commit
messages. The committing order is specified in O(Vp). Note
that the validators also leverage the GB dissemination to send
the commit messages to the other nodes. The commit message
of v about Ap consists of

MAp
v = [V (Ap)v, T (Ap)]. (17)

Phase 4: (Global Validation & Action Ordering). After each
validator collects more than N−F local validity, it determines
the global validity of the proposed action. Note F is the
number of faulty nodes in the global network. Essentially, GB-
RC follows the majority rule to determine the global validity
and it is known that the system is resilient against the faulty
nodes if the condition N > 3F holds [11]. On the other
hand, if there are more than tolerable faulty nodes in the
network, i.e., F > N/3, the network fails to reach consensus.
If the network successfully reaches global consensus, all the
nodes in the network share the same validity. The order
of the valid actions are organized based on the timestamp
T (AP ). Note that due to the reorganization of the valid actions
based on the timestamp, there might be some contradictory
actions that might violate the causal relation of the actions.
Such troublesome actions are unaccepted and announced to
be retried later on or discarded.

C. Consensus Latency of GB-RC

The consensus latency is defined as the time elapsed from
the action proposal to the global consensus which includes
global validation and action ordering. Compare to the hashing
operation-based distributed consensus mechanisms including
[22], [41], [42], computational complexity of BFT-based dis-
tributed consensus at each node is low, which makes the
consensus latency that comes from the computing opera-
tion is relatively smaller than that of hashing operation-
based distributed consensus schemes. Instead, the number
of communication rounds and scalability is the main issue
that determines consensus latency in BFT-based consensus
[10], [11] and thus we assume that the local computing time
is negligibly small compared to the communication delay
during the consensus process. Moreover, by neglecting the
computational term in the latency, we can more focus on
the impact of wireless channel conditions and environments
on the consensus latency. Thus, the latency of the GB-RC is
determined by the time for proposing and committing, i.e.,
Phase 1 and Phase 3. Accordingly, a single round of GB-RC
consists of N independent message dissemination processes.
In addition, different from the conventional RC mechanism,
consider the following two properties of the GB method in
the GB-RC latency analysis.

• The dissemination time depends on the number of re-
quired relay nodes in the shortest paths to the target
nodes. The shortest path to the most distant local network
depends on transmitter’s position.

• The number of target communication nodes affects the
individual-broadcasting time duration as mentioned in
Sec II-C. We focus on the case when each local network

is virtually divided into square-shaped region with the
same size, as mentioned earlier and shown in Fig. 2.

Then, the upper bound of the GB-RC latency with a target
broadcast success probability larger than or equal to ζ, for
0 ≤ ζ < 1 can be written as follows.

Theorem 1. The upper bound of the GB-RC latency is

LGB-RC ≤ TN
(
4|K̄max| − 2

)
g

(
9D

4
− 1, ϵmax

)
τo (18)

where ϵmax = 1 − exp
(
−10

PLdB(R0)

10 ρPn

Pt

(
R(

√
2D−

√
2)

R0

)η)
,

and

|K̄max| =

{
5
√
K

6 − 1
3
√
K

+ 1
2 ,

√
K is even,

5
√
K

6 − 11
6
√
K

+ 3
2K + 1

2 ,
√
K is odd.

(19)

Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix A.

D. Improving Scalability

By compromising the reliability of the consensus mecha-
nism, we can further improve the scalability of the GB-RC.
Suppose that the proposed action is a transaction between 2
nodes, similar to the Blockchain and other crypto-currencies
[22], [43], and it only affects the local networks in which
the nodes are located. Then we possibly reduce the number
of validators, by only allowing the nodes in the corresponding
local network to participate in the consensus process. The other
nodes, which did not participate in the consensus process,
update their ledgers through periodic global synchronization
across the local networks. The main advantage of the improved
GB-RC over the original GB-RC is its scalability due to the
following features.

• The number of validators is independent of the global
network. It only depends on the number of nodes in the
local networks, which the two transactors are located.
Therefore the latency for committing the proposed action
will dramatically decrease, thereby decreasing the overall
consensus latency significantly compared to GB-RC.

• If the local networks that are involved in the consensus
are located in short distance, the required time to finish
the dissemination will be further reduced. In contrast,
each node’s message should be disseminated to the most
distant node in the global network in GB-RC.

• During the message dissemination via GB, the relays
do not require to broadcast to every nodes in adjacent
regions. The relay nodes only need to consider the next
relays as their target communication nodes. Therefore the
required retransmissions can be reduced.

As mentioned earlier, while the improved GB-RC has a great
advantage of reducing latency and improving scalability, the
resiliency should be compromised. As the number of validators
participating in the consensus decreases, the system may
become unstable with only a small number of faulty nodes.
Therefore, the improved GB-RC should be used carefully
considering such trade-off relationship.
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Fig. 3: An illustration of the cooperative-broadcasting message
dissemination method example stated in Sec. IV-A.

IV. COOPERATIVE-BROADCASTING BASED
ELECTORAL-COLLEGE CONSENSUS (CB-EC)

In the GB-RC, the actions proposed by the nodes are
validated by all nodes, where each node gets a vote that
has equal value. The problem is that even though the GB
dissemination method achieves communication-efficiency, the
fundamental structure of referendum consensus bogs down
the scalability of the GB-RC. The proposed cooperative-
broadcast based electoral-college consensus (CB-EC), which
is a kind of representative consensus, overcomes this limitation
by leveraging the notion of presidential election of the U.S. In
CB-EC, the voting value of each local network is determined
by the number of nodes in local network. The winner validity
(i.e., valid or not) of each local network, takes the opportunity
to vote in the global consensus with the assigned vote value.
To this end, the CB-EC adopts a cooperative-broadcast (CB)
dissemination method, which is elaborated in the following.

A. Cooperative-Broadcasting Dissemination

Instead of leveraging the notion of gossiping as we did in the
GB dissemination method, the CB dissemination method lever-
ages a synchronized and simultaneous broadcasting method
that are done cooperatively by all the nodes in a local network
[13], [44]. All nodes in the local network transmit the same
message to every other nodes in global network in a common
time slot. Refer to the following illustrative example that
explains the CB method (see Fig.3).

Consider a network consisting of 9 local networks. Alice,
who is in the local network k ∈ {1, . . . , 9}, is trying to dissem-
inate a message MA to all the other nodes in global network.
Then, the message dissemination is done with following steps
described below.
(a) Say Bob, Charlie and David are in the same local network

k as Alice. Alice first shares the message MA to Bob,
Charlie, and David via individual broadcasting.

(b) After Bob, Charlie and David receive MA, Alice, Bob,
Charlie, and David cooperatively broadcast MA to the
other local networks.

The process of the CB dissemination method does not require
the use of relay for the reliable message dissemination. In-
stead, the key concept of this method is to leverage the diver-
sity gain from multiple nodes’ synchronous and cooperative
transmissions as if they are a virtual multi-antenna transmis-
sion. Note that the nodes can synchronize the transmission by
referring to the timestamp provided in MA and the multipath

delay can be neglected since the broadcast signal is a narrow-
band signal.

Meanwhile, by expanding the individual-broadcast time
duration proposed in Sec. II-C, we analyze the cooperative-
broadcast (CB) time duration. In the CB dissemination
method, the target communication nodes for the CB is all the
nodes in the global network. Different from the individual-
broadcast, suppose allocating x̄(k)τo seconds of CB time
duration for a local network k ∈ K. Let X̄(k) be a random
variable denoting the number of time slots required for mes-
sage transmission to all the other nodes. In the CB, we suppose
that x̄(k) is determined to be minimum x such that

Pr[X̄(k) ≤ x] ≥ ζ (20)

for some target cooperative broadcast success probability 0 ≤
ζ < 1. Then we can obtain following proposition.

Proposition 2. Required number of time slot x̄(k) to transmit
a message from nodes in local network k ∈ K to other n
nodes by cooperative-broadcast with probability 0 ≤ ζ < 1 is

x̄(k) = 2|Nk|g(n, ϵ(k)max) (21)

where ϵ(k)max is (33), which describes the SINR outage
probability by the cooperative transmission between the local
network k and node located maximum distance apart from
node i among the target communication node set J .

Proof: If all nodes in the local network k transmit a
message simultaneously using the pre-designed distributed
orthogonal space-time code for |N |k transmit nodes [13], then
receiver signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at node
j can be obtained as

SINR(k)j = 10−
PLdB(R0)

10

∑
i∈Nk

|Hij |2Pt

Pn + Iij

(
R0

Rij

)η

. (22)

≈ 10−
PLdB(R0)

10

∑
i∈Nk

|Hij |2Pt

Pn

(
R0

Rij

)η

, (23)

with well designed T -TDMA. Applying this equation to
(7), we can rewrite SINR outage probability of cooperative
broadcasting, ϵ(k)j , as

ϵ(k)j = Pr[SINR(k)j < ρ]

= Pr

[∑
i∈Nk

|Hij |2
(
R0

Rij

)η

< 10
PLdB(R0)

10 ρ
Pn

Pt

]
(24)

Let X̄(k)j be a random variable which denotes the number of
time slots required to deliver a message from the local network
k to node j via cooperative-broadcast. Since the messages are
sent repeatedly until successful, the random variable X̄(k)j

follows the geometric distribution with p.d.f.

Pr
[
X̄(k)j = x

]
=

{
ϵ
x/c−1
(k)j

(
1− ϵ(k)j

)
, ∀x ≥ 1

0, elsewhere.
(25)

where c is the time scaling constant that occurs due to
rate reduction by distributed orthogonal space-time coding
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[45]. Then the dissemination outage probability can be upper
bounded as

Pr

[
max

j
X̄(k)j ≤ x

]
=
∏
j∈J

Pr
[
X̄(k)j ≤ x

]
(26)

=
∏
j∈J

(
1− ϵ

x/c
(k)j

)
(27)

≥
(
1− ϵ

x/c
(k)max

)n
(28)

≥
(
1− ϵ

x/2|Nk|
(k)max

)n
, (29)

where ϵ(k)max is the SINR outage probability between the
local network k and the node located maximum distance apart
from k. The equality (26) holds from the independence of the
channels between the transmit node and the receiving nodes,
and the inequality (28) comes from the fact that the SINR
outage probability is the largest when node j is located farthest
apart from local network k among all the receiving nodes from
(24). The inequality (29) holds because the required time scale
c is upper bounded by 2|Nk| [45]. Assuming that every node in
Nk is located in the center of k, which is a tight approximation
for distant nodes from k, we can approximate ϵ(k)max as

ϵ(k)max=Pr[SINR(k)max < ρ] (30)

=Pr

[∑
i∈Nk

|Himax|2
(

R0

Rimax

)η

< 10
PLdB(R0)

10 ρ
Pn

Pt

]
(31)

≈Pr

[∑
i∈Nk

|Himax|2 < 10
PLdB(R0)

10 ρ
Pn

Pt

(
R(k)max

R0

)η
]

(32)

where Ri,max is the distance between node i to the most distant
node, which can be approximated to the distance from center
of the local network k to the most distant node, R(k)max,
from the assumption. Moreover Hi,max is the channel gain
from node i to the most distant node so we can obtain
(33) since

∑
i∈Nk

|Himax|2 follows the Erlang distribution
as
∑

i∈Nk
|Himax|2 ∼ Erlang(|Nk|; 1). Since the required

number of time slots x̄(k) is determined to be the minimum
x such that the cooperative-broadcast success probability be-
comes larger than ζ. Hence, by using the lower bound of the
success probability (29), the required number of time slot x̄(k)

becomes

x̄(k) = 2|Nk|


log
(
1−ζ

1
n

)
log ϵ(k)max

 , (34)

by equating (29) to ζ.

B. Operational Structure of CB-EC

The whole process of CB-EC is composed of the following
five operational phases. Refer to the brief illustration of the
process in Fig.4.
Phase 1: (Action proposal) The proposer p proposes an action
Ap to all the validator nodes Vp = N \p in the global network.
The proposer initiates the CB-EC by individually broadcasting
a signed action proposal message consisting of

MAp
p = [Ap, T (Ap), O1(Vp), O2(Vp)] (35)

where T (Ap) is the absolute timestamp when node p proposed
Ap, O1(Vp) is the committing order of the validator nodes in
Phases 3, and O2(Vp) is the committing order of the local
networks in Phase 4. The message Mp will be disseminated
to the global network through the CB method.
Phase 2: (Local Action Validation) When all the nodes have
received the message, they start doing local validation to
validate the proposed action Ap. The local validity at validator
v ∈ Vp for Ap is denoted by V (Ap)v .
Phase 3: (Local Commit & Semi-Global Validation) After the
local validation ends, at each local network, the validator nodes
individually broadcast their commit messages to the other
nodes in their local network by taking turns according to the
committing order specified in O1(Vp) which was informed
by the proposer in Phase 1. The local commit phase is
executed in parallel in each local network, as interference from
neighboring local networks can be ignored by the previously
mentioned T -TDMA scheme. The commit message of node v
is denoted by

MAp
v = [V (Ap)v, T (Ap)]. (36)

When each validator node collects more than |Nk| − Fk

commit messages, it determines the semi-global validity of
the proposed action by the majority rule, where Fk is the
number of faulty nodes in each local network k, ∀k ∈ K. The
consensus of local network k is resilient against faulty node if
the condition |Nk| > 3Fk holds. Once a local network reaches
a semi-global consensus, all the member nodes will have the
same validity denoted by V (Ap)k, ∀k ∈ K.
Phase 4: (Global Validation & Action Ordering) If the semi-
global validation is finished in every local network, the semi-
globally validated messages are disseminated to the other
local networks by taking turns according to the committing
order specified in O2(Vp). When committing, the validators
in the local network k transmits their semi-validated commit
message,

M
Ap

k = [V (Ap)k, T (Ap)], (37)

to the other local networks leveraging the CB dissemination
method. Among the nodes in local network k, a fixed number
of nodes are selected randomly and their signatures are used
as the signature of local network k.

ϵ(k)max = 1−
|Nk|−1∑
n=0

1

n!
exp

(
−10

PLdB(R0)

10 ρ
Pn

Pt

(
R(k)max

R0

)η)(
10

PLdB(R0)

10 ρ
Pn

Pt

(
R(k)max

R0

)η)n

. (33)
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Fig. 4: An illustration of the cooperative-broadcasting based
electoral-college consensus (CB-EC): P-1 the proposer disseminates
M

Ap
p by the CB, P-2 each node starts local validation, P-3 after the

local validation, each node broadcasts its commit message M
Ap
v to

the nodes in its local network, P-4 after the semi-global validation,
each local network disseminates M

Ap

k by the CB and through the
global validation, every node reaches a consensus.

After all validators in the global network receive the commit
messages from all the other local networks, they determine the
global validity. Note the local networks which failed to reach
the correct consensus in Phase 3, named faulty local networks,
will send incorrect messages to the others, thereby hindering
the global validation. The system is resilient against faulty
local networks if

N > 3
∑
k∈K

|Nk|1{|Nk| ≤ 3Fk} (38)

holds where Fk is the number of faulty nodes in local network
k. For the globally reached consensus, the order of the valid
actions are organized based on the time stamp T (AP ). Note
that due to the reorganization of the valid actions based
on the time stamp, troublesome actions are unaccepted and
announced to be retried later on or discarded. Since the
validation is based on the local network level majority rule,
the reliability of the CB-EC compromises resiliency. For this
reason, we study the resiliency of the CB-EC against faulty
nodes in the following subsection.

C. Resiliency of CB-EC

For given F faulty nodes in the global network, the GB-RC
is resilient if it satisfies N > 3F . Likewise, the CB-EC is
resilient if the total number of nodes satisfies (38) for given
number of faulty node F =

∑
k∈K Fk. According to this, the

sufficient condition on the number of faulty nodes that we can
guarantee CB-EC to be resilient against the faulty nodes is
given by F < ⌈N/9⌉, which is independent of the number of
nodes in each local network.

Since a local network’s faultiness is determined by the dis-
tribution of faulty nodes in the global network, the resiliency

of the CB-EC can be described in a stochastic manner. For
mathematical tractability, we focus on the case that the number
of nodes is equal in all local networks. Then, from the fact
that the CB-EC is resilient if it satisfies K > 3F̃ against F̃
faulty local networks, the stochastic α-resiliency is defined as
follows.

Definition 1. (Stochastic α-resiliency). For a fixed number
of faulty nodes F randomly distributed over a network, the
CB-EC is α-resilient if

Pr[K > 3F̃ ] ≥ α, (39)

for a resiliency probability α where 0 < α ≤ 1 while F̃ is
the number of faulty local networks among K local networks
comprising the global network.

Next, we characterize the maximum number of faulty nodes
F that can ensure α-resiliency of the CB-EC. To begin with,
consider the perfect resiliency case, i.e., α = 1. Then the
number of faulty local networks F̃ should satisfy K > 3F̃
no matter how the faulty nodes are distributed in the global
network. Thus, if more than K −⌈K/3⌉ local networks yield
semi-global validity, it is possible to reach global consensus.
Let D be the number of nodes in each local network, and
if there are more than ⌈D/3⌉ − 1 faulty nodes in the local
network, it is not resilient against the faulty nodes and local
consensus in the local network is faulty. Note that if the
number of faulty nodes in the global network is less than
F∗ = ⌈D/3⌉⌈K/3⌉, i.e., F < F∗, the CB-EC ensures the
perfect resiliency. In other words, if there are more than or
equal to F∗ faulty nodes in the global network, i.e., F ≥ F∗,
they may hinder perfect resiliency of the CB-EC. Compared
to the sufficient condition F < ⌈N/9⌉ for the general case,
F < F∗ is the relaxed condition due to the assumption that
every local network has the equal number of nodes.

Now we focus on the cases for α < 1, which corresponds to
the case when F ≥ F∗. To begin with, notice that if the CB-
EC results in faulty consensus, there should be at least ⌈K/3⌉
faulty local networks. This means that the faulty consensus
happens in CB-EC if arbitrary ⌈K/3⌉ local networks include
arbitrary ⌈D/3⌉ faulty nodes, no matter how the remaining
F −F∗ faulty nodes distributed over the global network. Thus
by defining Efaulty as the set of all faulty consensus events,
and Ei as the sets of events of distributing arbitrarily chosen
F∗ faulty nodes to arbitrarily chosen ⌈K/3⌉ local networks so
that each has ⌈D/3⌉ faulty nodes for all i ∈

{
1, . . . ,

(
F
F∗

)}
.

Thus, from the statement above, we have

Efaulty = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ · · · ∪ E( F
F∗)

. (40)

As a result,

α = 1−P[Efaulty] (41)

= 1−P
[
E1 ∪ E2 ∪ · · · ∪ E( F

F∗)

]
(42)

≥ 1−
(
P[E1] +P[E2] + · · ·+P

[
E( F

F∗)

])
(43)

= 1−
(
F

F∗

)
P[E ] (44)
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= 1−
(
F

F∗

)
|E|
N !

, (45)

where we use a general term E to denote any set of events
among E1, . . . , E( F

F∗)
, since P[E1] = · · · = P

[
E( F

F∗)

]
and

|E1| = · · · =
∣∣∣E( F

F∗)

∣∣∣ hold without loss of generality. (42)
is obtained from the equation (40), and the inequality in (43)
holds by the union bound. (45) is from the definition of P[E ].
Furthermore, note that

|E| = (N − F∗)!(F∗)!

(
K

⌈K/3⌉

)(
D

⌈D/3⌉

)⌈K/3⌉

, (46)

where
(

K
⌈K/3⌉

)
chooses ⌈K/3⌉ local networks out of K,(

D
⌈D/3⌉

)⌈K/3⌉
chooses ⌈D/3⌉ faulty nodes out of D nodes

from all ⌈K/3⌉ chosen local networks. The terms F∗! and
(N − F∗)! respectively consider all possible placement of F∗
faulty nodes and the other N − F∗ nodes in the network.
Overall, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 3. Depending on the condition of the number of
faulty node F , the CB-EC is α-resilient to the faulty nodes
with

α = 1, F < F∗, (47)

α ≥ max

(
1−

(
F
F∗

)
|E|

N !
, 0

)
, F ≥ F∗, (48)

where F∗ = ⌈D/3⌉ ⌈K/3⌉ and |E| is (46).

The equality in (48) holds when F = F∗, since the equality
holds in (43). For given α, the maximum allowed number
of faulty nodes F that CB-EC can achieve the α-resiliency
can be readily obtained by simple algorithms such as binary
search between F∗ and N , since 1−

(
F
F∗

)
|E|/N ! is a decreasing

function of F .

D. Consensus Latency of CB-EC

The latency of the CB-EC with the target individ-
ual/cooperative broadcast success probability ζ is determined
by the time for proposing, local committing, and global
committing. The computing time is neglected as we did for the
latency of GB-RC. Since the CB-EC latency depends on the
location of the proposal node, we will analyze the worst case
of of the CB-EC latency for a fair comparison with GB-RC.
As a result, we obtain an upper bound of the CB-EC latency
as follows.

Theorem 2. An upper bound of the CB-EC latency is

LCB-EC≤T
(
(D+1)g(D−1, ϵmax)

+2D(K+1)g(N−D, ϵ̄max)
)
τo

(49)

where ϵmax=1−exp
(
−10

PLdB(R0)

10 ρPn

Pt

(
R(

√
2D−

√
2)

R0

)η)
and

ϵ̄max = 1−
D−1∑
n=0

1

n!
an exp(−a) (50)

while a = 10
PLdB(R0)

10 ρPn

Pt

(√
2R(2

√
N−

√
D−1)

2R0

)η
.

Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix B.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we numerically evaluate the performance of
the GB-RC and the CB-EC, and validate the analytic results
obtained in the previous sections. Taking into account of the
communications between IoT devices, e.g., devices equipped
with Bluetooth-based transceivers, we fix the transmit power
at each node for broadcast transmissions as Pt = 100 mW,
and the noise power as Pn = 10−10 mW. In addition, we set
the distance between the two neighboring nodes to be R = 10
meters, and TDMA parameter T = K is chosen to make sure
the interference is negligibly small to have the approximation
(4) regardless of the other factors that affects interference.
In practice, T can be designed more elaborately, knowing
the information about other factors. The target dissemination
success probability is ζ = 0.999 and the target SINR threshold
is assumed to be ρ = 10 dB. We also fix the path loss
exponent as η = 3, which usually ranges between 2.7 − 3.5
for urban outdoor scenarios and between 1.6− 3.3 for indoor
scenarios [46]. Moreover, from the Friis equation, we assume
PLdB(R0) = 20 log10

λ
4πR0

and for the simulation we fix
R0 = 1 meter and λ = 0.125 meters, from the industrial,
scientific and medical (ISM) radio bands at 2.4 GHz.

Fig. 5a illustrates the consensus latency of the conventional
RC with broadcasting (B-RC) and the upper-bound of the GB-
RC latency for given numbers of nodes D in each local net-
work versus total number of nodes N . In particular, although
the broadcasting based RC is efficient small-scale network
(small N ), there is a scalability issue due to the limitation
of message dissemination in a large-scale network (large N ),
as shown in the figure. Find the GB-RC latency is much lower
than that of B-RC in most cases, since the GB-RC leverages
multi-hop to disseminate messages to overcome the broadcast
distance limitation. This means that the GB dissemination
method well combines two methods for large-scale networks.

Fig. 5b illustrates the consensus latency of the GB-RC and
latency upper-bound of the CB-EC versus the total number of
nodes N for given numbers of nodes D in each local network.
From the figure, we can easily see that the GB-RC latency
is much higher compared to the latency of the CB-EC. The
required number of time slots in the GB-RC is about 55x larger
than that of CB-EC when N = 600. Furthermore, the slope
of the latency with respect to the total number of nodes is
not largely affected by D in the GB-RC, however, in the CB-
EC, the slope becomes smaller when D increases. This reveals
that the efficiency of the CB dissemination in the CB-EC is
more pronounced if D increases and the dissemination latency
inside a local network increases. Moreover, we can observe
that the latency of GB-RC can also be reduced by increasing D
since the TDMA parameter T and number of relay nodes are
reduced. Moreover, we can observe that the consensus latency
is high for low N region when D is large. This comes from
the efficiency of the CB dissemination in the CB-EC which
is more pronounced if D increases. However, As the node
number increases while D is fixed, the latency of CB-EC will
also increase rapidly when network becomes even larger. This
is straight forward since diversity gain is limited while D is
finite. Therefore applying the hierarchical structure with the
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Fig. 5: The consensus latency of (a) the broadcasting based RC (B-
RC), GB-RC and (b) latency of the GB-RC, CB-EC versus the total
number of nodes (N ) with given number of nodes (D) in the local
network.

CB-EC can be interesting direction to investigate consensus
protocol for even larger network.

Fig.6 illustrates the consensus latency of the conventional
RC with broadcasting (B-RC), GB-RC and CB-EC latency
versus node density for given network size. Nodes are dis-
tributed randomly in global network of 500x500 square-
meters, which is divided into K = 100 local networks. We plot
the average value of the latency for each method by running
100 iterations of simulation. In particular, when the network
size is large, B-RC mechanism shows worst performance since
the communication between distant nodes are not reliable.
The GB-RC latency is much lower than the B-RC latency,
and since the number of nodes increases with node density,
the latency of both techniques also increases naturally. The
most interesting, but intuitive result is the latency of CB-EC.
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Fig. 6: The consensus latency of the broadcasting based RC (B-RC),
GB-RC, and CB-EC versus node density with randomly distributed
nodes in fixed network size (500x500 square-meters).

When the node density is below 0.015 per square-meter, it
can be seen that the CB-EC latency decreases despite the
increase of the node density. This shows that cooperative
broadcast requires enough number of transmit nodes to en-
joy the benefit of diversity gain. With low user density, a
single local network lacks a number of nodes that can utilize
cooperative-broadcasting to the entire network. However if the
user number is enough to achieve diversity gain, CB-EC can
reduce consensus latency even more than GB-RC.

Fig. 7a illustrates the number of faulty nodes against which
the GB-RC and the CB-EC are resilient versus the total
number of nodes for given D = 25. We evaluate the maximum
number of faulty nodes against which the system is resilient
for the perfect resiliency case, i.e., α = 1, in each mechanism
and for a α = 0.99 resiliency case in the CB-EC through
the lower-bound obtained by analysis in the previous section
and the numerical simulation by running 100000 iterations
for random faulty node distribution. For the perfect resiliency
case, the maximum tolerable number of faulty nodes is about 3
times higher in the GB-RC compare to the CB-EC. However,
the maximum tolerable number of faulty nodes in the CB-EC
increase significantly if we compromise stochastic resiliency.
This means that the CB-EC can guarantee its resiliency with
a high probability even though the number of faulty nodes are
more than F∗. Fig. 7b illustrates the probability of resiliency
of both the mechanisms for the given total number of nodes
N = 169 and number of the local networks K = 13.
Including the GB-RC resiliency, the lower bound of the
CB-EC resiliency α and numerically simulated the CB-EC
resiliency by iterating for node distribution 10000 times are
provided in the figure. It shows that the GB-RC is perfectly
resilient while faulty node number satisfies N > 3F . On the
other hand, the number of faulty node to be perfectly resilient
in CB-EC is lower than that of GB-RC. However, it can be
seen that the maximum number of faulty nodes satisfying the
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high resiliency probability, α > 0.99, is almost F = 40 which
is significantly larger than F∗ = 25, the maximum number
of faulty node for the perfect resiliency α = 1. In addition, it
can be confirmed that the theoretically analyzed lower bound is
tight to the simulation result in the range where the α is large.
This means that the lower-bound of α provides a meaningful
number of tolerable faulty nodes in the high resiliency-required
applications.
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Fig. 7: (a) Maximum tolerable number of faulty nodes versus the
total number of nodes N for α = 1, 0.99-resiliency in the GB-RC
and CB-EC. (b) Resiliency probability α versus the number of faulty
nodes for given total number of nodes N = 169 and local networks
K = 13.

VI. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed and investigated a couple of
distributed consensus mechanisms for large-scale wireless
permissioned networks. We extended the conventional RC and
made it suitable to large-scale networks by using the GB
message dissemination method, and thereby proposed the GB-
RC. Furthermore, to overcome the fundamental limits, such as

latency and scalability issues of the conventional RC and GB-
RC mechanisms, we proposed the CB-EC utilizing the CB
message dissemination method that exhibits lower consensus
latency in a large-scale network by compromising resiliency
against the faulty nodes. The consensus latency and resiliency
of each method were mathematically analyzed and evaluated
through numerical simulations. Consequently, we claim that
under moderate environments, where there exists a limited
number of faulty nodes in the network, the CB-EC is the
fastest and scalable among the other existing methods in the
large-scale wireless networks.

Besides, the extension of the proposed mechanisms can
be done towards more practical scenarios. To advocate such
a potential, we conclude this article by listing promising
directions for future research.

• The structure of CB-EC can be extended to more than
2 levels of hierarchical structure network, i.e., extending
the current 2 level hierarchy model of local and global
networks. This will result in more efficient distributed
consensus and communication in larger networks.

• The introduced dissemination methods, i.e., GB and CB,
can be jointly designed to reduce consensus latency
according to the node density in the network.

• Leveraging other multiple access methods, such as
FDMA, CDMA and OFDMA, during message dissem-
ination and various network division rule may be able to
reduce consensus latency in specific scenarios.

• Taking more sophisticated network topology into account
for analyzing wireless distributed consensus mechanism
can be another challenge.

• Last, the proposed wireless distributed consensus mecha-
nism can be applied to the existing research of Blockchain
technologies for IoT devices which is investigated under
wired condition [29], [30], thereby obtaining well-suited
Blockchain technologies for wireless IoT networks.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Consider a message delivery from an arbitrary source node
i to the destination node j, where i, j ∈ N , i ̸= j. A route
of the message delivery from node i to j can be seen as a
path between the two nodes. A single message may flow over
various paths and each path will have different latency. Since
we use the GB dissemination in the GB-RC, the latency of
each path depends on the number of passing local networks
in each path. Among these various paths, the path which
passes the least number of local networks will be the shortest
path to deliver message from i to j . Let Kij denote the
set of local networks which the shortest path from i to j
passes and let Rk denote the relay node set of the local
network k, ∀k ∈ Kij . Then we can represent the set of local
networks in the shortest path from node i to a most distant
node as Kimax = arg max

Kij ,j∈N
|Kij |. Using these notations, we

can obtain the required number of time slots for the message
dissemination of node i, τi, as

τi = xi +
∑

k∈Kimax\k̂i

∑
r∈Rk

xr + xr̂i (A.1)
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where k̂i denote the most distant local network among Ki,max

and r̂i is the last relay node that broadcasts the message to the
most distant node from i. As mentioned in Sec. III-C, each
local network is virtually divided into square-shaped region
with equal size. During the GB dissemination, a transmit node
has to broadcast message to all nodes with its region and
8 neighboring regions. Although transmit nodes at the edge
regions need to disseminate the message to less regions, all
the transmit nodes are assumed to disseminate the message to
nodes in adjacent 9 regions, which results in an upper bound
on the latency. For tractable analysis, we further consider the
worst case that the destination node is placed at the maximum
distance is R(

√
2D −

√
2) for each broadcast which can be

written as

ϵmax = 1− exp

(
−10

PLdB(R0)

10 ρ
Pn

Pt

(
R(

√
2D−

√
2)

R0

)η)
.

(A.2)

Finally, using the required number of time slots for individual-
broadcasting in (10), we can derive the upper bound of the
GB-RC latency as

LGB-RC = Tτo
∑
i∈N

τi (A.3)

= Tτ0
∑
i∈N

xi +
∑

k∈Kimax\k̂i

∑
r∈Rk

xr + xr̂i

 (A.4)

≤ Tτo
∑
i∈N

(
g

(
9D

4
−1, ϵimax

)
+

∑
k∈Kimax\k̂i

∑
r∈Rk

g

(
9D

4
−1, ϵrmax

)

+ g

(
9D

4
−1, ϵr̂i max

))
(A.5)

≤ Tτo
∑
i∈N

(4|Kimax| − 2) g

(
9D

4
−1, ϵmax

)
(A.6)

= TN
(
4|K̄max| − 2

)
g

(
9D

4
−1, ϵmax

)
τo (A.7)

where Tτo is due to the T-TDMA scheme and the single
time slot length. Since |Kimax| depends on the local network
number K, we can rewrite the value

∑
i∈N |Kimax| using the

mean value for all i ∈ {1, ..., N}, i.e N |K̄max|, for given
K. The mean value |K̄max| is derived in the square-shaped
network as follow.

|K̄max| =

{
5
√
K

6 − 1
3
√
K

+ 1
2 ,

√
K is even

5
√
K

6 − 11
6
√
K

+ 3
2K + 1

2 ,
√
K is odd

(A.8)

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

The consensus latency of the CB-EC can be analyzed
separately for each phase. As mentioned earlier, we neglect
the local computation time during the consensus process. Thus,
the following three factors will be incorporated in the latency
of the CB-EC.

Proposal latency (τp): The proposal latency τp for arbitrary
node i in local network k can be obtained as

τp = Tτo
(
g(D − 1, ϵimax) + 2Dg(N −D, ϵ̄(k)max)

)
(B.1)

where the first term in the brackets denotes the required
number of time slots for node i to broadcast the message
to local network k via individual-broadcasting (10), and the
second term denotes the required number of time slots for
global network dissemination from local network k via the
CB dissemination derived from (21). Moreover, Tτ0 comes
from the T-TDMA scheme and the single time slot length.
The proposal latency depends on the node location and the
worst case of the proposal latency is when i is located on the
edge of the square-shaped global network. Therefore we can
upper bound the proposal latency τp as follow.

τp ≤ Tτo (g(D − 1, ϵmax) + 2Dg(N −D, ϵ̄max)) (B.2)

where ϵmax is (A.2) since the maximum distance inside a local
network is R(

√
D −

√
2). ϵ̄max can be obtained as (50) by

applying the maximum distance between an arbitrary local
network and an arbitrary node,

√
2R(2

√
N −

√
D − 1)/2, to

(33).
Local commit latency (τl): Each node in a local network,
except the proposer i, will commit its local validation to the
other nodes in the same local network. Since this phase is
executed in parallel on each local network, the upper bound
of τl can be obtained from the upper bound of local commit
latency in an arbitrary local network q.

τl = Tτo
∑
v∈Nq

g(D − 1, ϵvmax) (B.3)

≤ TτoDg(D − 1, ϵmax) (B.4)

where (B.3) is the summation of required time duration for
every node’s individual-broadcasting derived from (10) when
the target nodes are the other nodes in transmitter node’s local
network. (B.4) is the upper bounded latency by assuming every
node’s outage probability is ϵmax.
Global commit latency (τg): During the global commit phase,
each local network will transmit its sub-global validation
through CB. The CB dissemination is carried out for each
local network in a predetermined order. Thus we can derive
the upper bound of τg as

τg = Tτo
∑
q∈K

2Dg(N −D, ϵ̄(q),max) (B.5)

≤ Tτo (2DKg(N −D, ϵ̄max)) (B.6)

where (B.5) is the summation of required number of time slots
for every local network q ∈ K via CB to the other N−D nodes
derived as (21) and (B.6) is the upper bounded latency by
assuming every CB dissemination outage probability is ϵ̄max.

Consequently, the upper bound of the CB-EC latency be-
comes

LCB-EC =τp + τl + τg (B.7)
≤T ((D + 1)g(D − 1, ϵmax)

+ 2D(K + 1)g(N −D, ϵ̄max))τo.
(B.8)
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